We construct a functor K G which takes each pair of monoidal G-graded categories 
By the definition QE R becomes an infinite loop G-space where R denotes the trivial G-module of dimension 1. Moreover, we have fixed point prespectra E H = {E$} indexed on finite dimensional real vector spaces (with trivial //-action). Clearly E H is an almost Qspectrum in the sense that Ew -& v Ev @w if W=£Q. Let K denote the functor which takes each simplicial monoidal category C to the prespectrum where C* is the special F-category constructed from C (cf. [11] , [19] ) and S is the Segal-Woolfson machine [17, 23] which takes each special F-space A to the almost /2-spectrum SA= (A'(S V ) /A'(oo)} (cf. Section 1). Then the main result of the paper can be stated as follows :
There is a functor K G from the pairs of simplicial monoidal G-graded categories to almost Q-G-spectra equipped with (a) a natural G-homotopy equivalence K G (D, Z)')o -* \B(D, D') | ; and (b) natural equivalences of prespectra K(B (£>, £>')*) -> K G (D, /)')* for all subgroups H of G.

Put K G (D,D')=QK G (D,D'} R . Then there are natural G-maps
\B(D, D') | «-i-K G (D, /)')o -^ Kc(D, D')
in which i is a G-homotopy equivalence, and we have
Corollary. K G (D,D'} is an infinite loop G-space, and \B(D,D') \ has the same G-homotopy type as K G (D, D') if and only if \B(D, D') \ is grouplike.
Let us consider the particular case D' ' = D (so that B (/),/)') = Hom G (EG, /)) ) . Suppose D is stable, i.e., given M^D and g^G, there exists an isomorphism/: M -> N of grade ?(f)=g. Then, for every subgroup H of G, we have an equivalence of categories Rep (H, D) in the sense of [5, 22] .
(More precisely we can prove that there is a natural isomorphism of Mackey functors n?K G (D 9 
D) =K n Rzp(H, D).)
As we shall see in Section 2 5 every symmetric monoidal G-category C is accompanied with a monoidal G-graded category GJC such that Hom G (EG, GJC) is naturally isomorphic to the functor category Cat (EG, C) having the G-action (g, F) H-> (gF: x^gF(xg)). Most of interesting examples of monoidal G-graded categories are obtained in this way, and we shall write K G (C 9 CO =Jf G (GJC, GJC') for every pair of symmetric monoidal categories (C, C'). Among the examples, we have (1) Let -£= IL^o^n ke t ' ie skeletal category of finite sets and isomorphisms with symmetric monoidal structure given by disjoint union.
Then K 0 Cat(EG, I) H =K Q Rep (//, J) is the Burnside ring
A(H).
In fact, each | Cat (EG, -TJ ] is a classifying space for ra-fold G-coverings (cf. Theorem 3. 1), and hence K G (S,2) is equivalent to the sphere G-spectrum.
(2) For any ring A we have a symmetric monoidal category GLA=\± n^G L n A equipped with the trivial G-action. Since BGL n A(G) = | Cat (EG, GL n A) \ is a classifying space for G-GL n A bundles, K G (GLA, GLA) gives an infinite G-delooping of the G-space K(A,G)=QB(\) LnB GL n A(G}) defining the equivariant JT-theory of A in the sense of Fiedorowicz, Hauschild and May [4] .
(3) Let k/k 0 be a Galois extension of fields with finite Galois group G = Gal(A;/A; 0 ). Let V(k) be the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over k and isomorphisms. G acts on V(k) via its action on k. Then there is an equivalence of categories
H as the /f-fixed point subspectrum.
As another application of the theorem, we will construct, in Section 3, a classifying space BCAT n (G} for locally linear G-CAT bundles with fibre R n for CAT=0, PL and Top, and show that the G-monoid J_L»^o-BC-4T' B (G) can be converted into an infinite loop G-space BCAT(G} through the group completion map -> BCAT(G) (determined up to G-homotopy). By the naturality of the constructions, we can also prove that the G-maps 50 (G) -> BPL(G) -» BTop(G} can be taken to be maps of infinite loop Gspaces. (In [16] we shall show that BTop(G) -> BF(G) =group completion of \_[_ n^B F n (G) also becomes an infinite loop G-map, where BF n (G} is a classifying space for n-dimensional spherical G-fibrations.)
The author wishes to thank M. Murayama for useful discussion about the subject of this work. § 1. r c -Spaces
In this section we introduce the notion of a special F G -space and describe the passage from special F G -spaces to G-prespectra following the idea of Segal [18] .
Let i^G denote the category with objects all nondegenerately based G-spaces having the G-homotopy type of a based G-CW complex and morphisms all basepoint preserving maps (not necessarily G-equivariant) . Because every element g of G acts on the morphisms of i^G by conjugation, iT G can be regarded as a G-category. Denote by F G the full subcategory of all based finite G-sets having the underlying set of the form n= {0, 1, . . . , w} based at 0. Then every G-equivarint functor from F G to iT G is called a T G -space. (Notice that our r = r\ is the opposite of the original F of Segal [17] .)
As in [23] , we associate to every F G -space A and based G-space X a topological G-category simp(.Z, F G ,^4) defined as follows: hen it is easy to see that / and d are G-homotopy equivalences, and that there is a G-homotopy dj ~ G /. Therefore j becomes a G homotopy equivalence. The second arrow k in (a) can be constructed similarly.
(b) follows from the fact that Map 0 (£, X) is G-connected for all Ser G provided X is G-connected.
We We now sketch a proof of this theorem and explain why the condition (b) of Definition 1. PI.
now prove (c). The G-map i: B(X,T,A) -*B(X,T G ,A) is induced by the inclusion c: simp^, F, A) -> simp(JT, F G , A). Hence we have only to prove that
For every X e^">T G and 5^F G , the G-map P SiX :
is a G-cofibration and EA (Y) is grouplike under the G-equivariant multiplication EA(T) XEA(Y) ~GEA(Y/\2)
Notice that PI implies the speciality of the F G -space SW EA(S/\X) for every Then, by fuctoriality, we get a G-map Because EA (point) = point, ft' preserves basepoints; and so defines, by adjunction, a based G-map Suppose e is small compared with the minimum of the radii of the simplexes of positive dimension. Let n: M B ->M be the radial projection, and let X=\J^e T C^ be a G-stable union of some of the C^.
Let us denote X=7r~l(X) and X = X-(M-X) B .
Then the G-map M -> Map(0 E , Af e ) restricts to X -* Map (0 E , X), so that we have a based G-map
We will show, by induction on the cardinal of the orbits contained in T, that this is a G-homotopy equivalence. If T, is a single orbit, then the closed embedding T= U ^T (barycenter of X) -> U ^TC^ induces G-homotopy equivalences i . i
is G-homotopy cartesian. Moreover the corresponding square
is also G-homotopy cartesian. Hence we can prove inductively that D X ) and consequently D M ? too, is a G-homotopy equivalence. )} indexed on the standard n-spaces §2. Proof of Theorem A
We now prove Theorem A. Thanks to Theorem B, it suffices to construct a functor which assigns to every (/), D') a special F G -space such that the associated //-fixed point F-space coincides with the F-space arising from B (D,D') H .
First recall the passage from symmetric monoidal categories to special F-categories (cf. [11] , [19] ). Given a monoidal category C, we have a F-category C A such that, for each neF, the objects of G A (n) are of the form <a^; a UiV y in which <% is an object of C for every based subset U of n, and a UiV is an isomorphism <% vy ->% @a v for every pair of subsets C7, Fen with [7flF={0}. Here a {0] =QEzC and the evident coherence conditions between a Vi yS (i.e., associativity, commutativity, and unit axioms) must be satisfied. When C is a symmetric monoidal G-category, the above construction of C A can be extended to give a T G -category, i. e., a G-equivariant functor from F G to the category Cat G of based G-categories and basepoint preserving functors: For every finite G-set S with underlying set n, C A (5) is defined to be the category C*(*0 equipped with a G-action 
F(l)) induced by S/\F(S) ^ F(l), (s, x) ^ F(p s }x is an equivalence of G-categories. (Compare Definition 1.3.)
If F is a special F G -category, then |F|: S H-> \F(S} | is a special F G -space; and so we have an almost <0-G-spectrum $ G |F|.
Proposition 2 e 2. Let (D, D') be a pair of simplicial monoidal Ggraded categories. Then B(D,D')* is a special T G -category,
Of course Theorem A follows from this proposition: We define K G (D,D'}=S G \B(D,DT\.
Then there are a natural G-homotopy equivalence
and natural equivalences of prespectra where <2 M denotes fl, 0itt} for every u^U, is compatible with the G-action on C A (5). It follows that P s is an equivalence of G-categories 0
K(B(D, D') H } =S\(B(D, D') H ) A 1 -» (S G \B(D,DT\}
We now state, in view of future applications, an immediate consequence of Theorem A.
Recall that the Grothendieck construction (cf. [20] ) converts a (simplicial) monoidal G-category G Into a (simplicial) monoidal Ggraded category G/C which has (a) the same objects as C; 
Hence we have Theorem A'. K G restricts, via the Grothendieck construction, to a functor from the pairs of simplicial monoidal G-categories to almost Q-Gspectra equipped with (a) a natural G-homotopy equivalence K G (C,C') Q -^> |5 G (C 5 C") |, and (b) natural equivalences of prespectra K(B G (C,C'} H } -^K G (C,C') H for all subgroups H of G. \B G (C, CO | has the same G-homotopy type as the infinite loop G-space K G (C,C')=QK G (C,C') R if and only if \B G (C,C'} \ is grouplike.
Remark. Our approach to Theorem A was based on F G -spaces. There is another approach based on E^ G-operads [9] , Let ^ = Hom G (£G, Gx£J,) =Cat(£G, ES,) and let 2, be the Gspace \®j\. By Theorem 3.1 (see also [15] ) is a universal G-2j bundle, and there are G-maps To begin with, we shall describe a functorial construction of the classifying space for equivariant bundles. Let A be a topological group, and let y = r] A i UA-*BA be a universal principal ^4-bundle. We assume here that (-4,1) is a strong NDR (e.g., the realization of a simplicial group) and take \EA\ -> \A \ as our universal bundle unless otherwise stated. Then there is a new bundle <\^, iy> : (UA^ UAy -^BAxBA whose fibre <57, ^X 1 (Compare [2] as well as [13] .) It is easy to see that the maps and together with the evident composition define a topological category (with trivial G-action) ^^4 such that ob&A=BA and is a classifying space for G-(A,A' ) bundles in the sense of [8] . // G is a finite group, \B G (A,A') and n~lGf-*Gf = G/H is G-^4 equivalent to the trivial G -^4 bundle GX H A a(f ) -> G///. Clearly this extends to a local trivialization of N n E -» ^V n 5, and in fact we can prove that |£| -> |5| is a numerable G-(^,^0 bundle. (For details see [15] .)
We now prove that |£|-» |J5| satisfies the condition (1) and (2) In particular, take the simplicial group CAT n -O n or PL n or Top n as A y and the discrete group GL n as A'. (Compare [7] . Note that GL n is the 0-skeleton of O n , and in fact GL n = O n nPL n in Top n ', cf. Remark. Since G is a finite group, we can take much smaller Gspace \B G (CAT n ,GL n )\ (or \B G (EPL n X PL PDJO n , EGL n X GL PDJO n } \ when CAT n = O n ) as our BCAT n (G) (cf. Theorem 3. 1). All the arguments below are valid for this choice of BCAT n (G) with &CAT n and &CAT n replaced by ECAT n and CAT n respectively. 
